The spherical to gamma-unstable nuclei shape-phase transition in odd-A nuclei is investigated by using the Dual algebraic structures and the affine SU (1, 1) Lie Algebra within the framework of the interacting boson -fermion model. The new algebraic solution for A-odd nuclei is introduced. In this model, Single j = 1/2 and 3/2 fermions are coupled with an even-even boson core. Energy spectra, quadrupole electromagnetic transitions and an expectation value of the d-boson number operator are presented. Experimental evidence for the U BF (5) − O BF (6) transition in odd -A Ba and Rh isotopes is presented. The low-states energy spectra and B(E2)values for these nuclei have been also calculated and compared with the experimental data. * jafarizadeh@tabrizu.ac.ir 2
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum Phase Transitions (QP T s) are sudden changes in the structure of a physical system. Nuclear physics has important contributions to make to their study because nuclei display a variety of phases in systems ranging from few to many particles [1] .The signs of QP T s in nuclear physics are changes in mass and radius of nuclei and quantities such as level crossing and electromagnetic transition rates when the number of protons or neutrons is modified. Phase transition happens in both even-even and odd− A nuclei. Phase transitions investigations have been mostly performed on even-even systems [2] within the framework of the interacting boson model (IBM ) [2, 3] ,which describe nuclei in terms of correlated pairs of nucleons with L = 0,2 treated as bosons (s, d bosons). The IBM Hamiltonian has exact solutions in three dynamical symmetry limits (U (5),SU (3) , and O(6)). These situations correspond to the spherical, axially deformed, and gamma-unstable ground state shapes, respectively. The transition between the U (5)-SU (3) limits is a first-order shape-phase transition while a second-order shape-phase transition occurs between the U (5) and O(6) limits [4] [5] [6] . During a transition from one limit to another, meet the points in which potential has flat behavior. These points are called critical point.Recently Iachello introduced the so-called critical point symmetries in the framework of the collective model for even-even nuclei. The critical point from spherical to γ − unstable shapes, called E(5) [3, 6] , the critical point from spherical to axially deformed shapes, called X(5) [4, 6] , and the critical point from axially deformed shapes to triaxial shapes, called Y(5) [6, 7] . Phase transitions is also investigate in odd-A nuclei within the framework of interacting boson -fermion model (IBF M ) [8] , which describe nuclei in terms of correlated pairs, with L = 0, 2 (s , d bosons), and unpaired particles of angular momentum j (jf ermions).Studies of QP T s in odd-even nuclei were implicitly initiated years ago by Scholten and Blasi [9] . Several explicit studies have recently been made by Alonso et al. [10] [11] [12] and by Boyukata et al. [13] , who also have suggested a simple form of the IBFM Hamiltonian, particularly well-suited to study QP T s in odd-even nuclei because of their supersymmetric properties. Similar to even-even nuclei, also exists critical point for odd-even and even-odd nuclei but in this case, critical points show with E(5/ j 2j + 1) and X(5/ j 2j + 1) that j is the angular momentum of single nucleon. Iachello [14, 15] has been the case of a j(3/2) fermion coupled to a boson core that undergoes a transition from spherical to γ −unstable shapes. At the critical point, an elegant analytic solution, called E(5/4), has been obtained starting from the Bohr Hamiltonian [14] .
In this study, we investigate the transition U BF (5) − O BF (6) in odd − A nuclei. The new algebraic solution for A-odd nuclei is introduced. For this transition only the boson core experience the transition and fermion with j = 1/2 and 3/2 coupled to boson core. We evaluate exact solutions for eigenstate and energy eigenvalues for transitional region in the IBFM by using the Dual algebraic structure for the two level pairing model that based on Richardson -Gaudin method and changing the control parameter that based on affine SU (1, 1) lie algebra. In order to the investigation of phase transition, we calculate observables such as level crossing, expectation values of the d-boson number operator, ground -state energy and its first derivative . The low-lying states of
127−137 56
Ba and
101−109 45
Rh isotopes have been studied within suggested model. The results of calculations for these nuclei will present for energy levels and transitions probabilities, two neutron separation energies and will compare with the corresponding the experimental data. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly summarizes theoretical aspects of transitional Hamiltonian and affine SU (1, 1) algebraic technique. Sections 3 and 4 include the results and Experimental evidence and sect. 5 is devoted to the summary and some conclusions.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The SU (1, 1) Algebra has been explained in detail in Refs [16] [17] [18] .The SU (1, 1) algebra is produced by S ν , ν = 0 and ± , which satisfies the following commutation relations
The quadratic Casimir operator of SU (1, 1) can be written aŝ
The basis states of an irreducible representation (irrep) SU (1, 1) ,|kµ , are determined by a single number k , k where can be any positive number and µ = k, k + 1, ... Therefore [17, 18] ,
In IBM , the generators of SU d (1, 1) generated by the d-boson pairing algebra
Similarly, s-boson pairing algebra forms another SU s (1, 1) algebra generated by
SU sd (1, 1)is the s and d boson pairing algebras generated by
Because of duality relationships [19, 20] , It is known that the base of U (5) ⊃ SO(5) and SO(6) ⊃ SO(5) are simultaneously the basis of SU d (1, 1) ⊃ U (1) and SU sd (1, 1) ⊃ U (1), respectively. By use of duality relations [17, 19] , the Casimir operators of SO(5) and SO(6) can also be expressed in terms of the Casimir operators of SU d (1, 1) and
The infinite dimensional SU (1, 1) algebra that is generated by use of [17, 18] 
Where c s and c d are real parameters and n can be 0, ±1, ±2, ..... These generators satisfy the commutation relations
Then,S µ m , µ = 0, +, −; m = ±1, ±2, ...generate an affine Lie algebra SU (1, 1)without central extension. In odd A nuclei the Bose − Fermi symmetries are associated with each of the dynamic symmetries of IBM-1 [8] . So, the boson algebraic structure will be always taken to be U B (6) , while the fermion algebraic structure will depend on the values of the angular momenta, j, taken into consideration [8] . First we considered the case that a system of N bosons (with L=0, 2) coupled to a fermion with angular momentum j=1/2. The Lattice of algebras in this case is shown in Fig.1 
Following this, we considered the state that the odd nucleon being in a j=3/2 shell. The Lattice of algebras in this case is also shown in Fig.2 .The following Hamiltonian for state that odd nucleon being in a j=3/2 shell for transitional region between U BF (5) − O BF (6) limits is prepared
Eqs. (11) and (12) are the suggested Hamiltonians for boson -fermion systems with j = 1/2, 3/2, respectively and α , β ,δ ,γ are real parameters. By considering Eqs. (2), (7), (8) , It can be shown that Hamiltonians (11) and ( constant value and c s change between 0 and c d . For evaluating the eigenvalues of Hamiltonians (11) and (12) the eigenstates are considered as [17, 18] 
Eigenstates of Hamiltonians (11) and (12) can obtain with using the Fourier-Laurent expansion of eigenstates and SU (1, 1) generators in terms of c-unknown number parameters x i with i = 1, 2, ..., k. It means, one can consider the eigenstates as [17, 18] 
Where N is the normalization factor and
The c-numbers x i are determined through the following set of equations:
With Clebsch − Gordan(CG) coefficient, we can calculate lowest weight state, |lw BF , in terms of boson and fermion part.For the j=1/2 case we have:
The lowest weight state for the j=3/2 case is calculated as: 
The C J,L,j m,mL,mj symbols represent Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. where
The eigenvalues of Hamiltonians (11), (12) can then be expressed;
The quantum number (k) is related to the total boson number N by
In order to obtain the numerical results for energy spectra (E (k) ) of considered nuclei, a set of non-linear Bethe − Ansatz equations (BAE) with k-unknowns for k-pair excitations must be solved [17, 18] also constants of Hamiltonian with least square fitting processes to experimental data is obtained. To this aim, we have changed variables as
So, the new form of Eq.(16) would be
To calculate the roots of Bethe − Ansatz equations (BAE) with specified values of ν s and ν d , we have solved Eq. (24) with definite values of C and α [16] .Then, we carry out this procedure with different values of C and α to give energy spectra with minimum variation in compare to experimental values [21] ;
(N tot the number of energy levels where included in the fitting processes). The method for optimizing the set of parameters in the Hamiltonian (β, γ, δ) includes carrying out a least-square fit (LSF) of the excitation energies of selected states [16] III. RESULTS:
This section presented the calculated phase transition observables such as level crossing, ground -state energy and the derivative of the energy, expectation values of the d-boson number operator and energy differences.
A. energy spectrum and level crossing
To display how the energy levels change as a function of the control parameter C and the total number of bosons N, the lowest energy levels as a function of C for N = 10, 20 bosons are shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 , where in 
B. Ground state energy
The ground state energy is an important observable of phase transition. So, we calculated the ground -state energy ,E g.s. and its first derivative , ∂Eg.s.
∂C . Fig.5 shows changing of the ground -state energy and its first derivative versus ∂C , are approximately zero in one phase and different from zero in the other phase. Since low N bosons is chosen, it is not possible to distinguish whether the transition is first or second order such as done in the even-even case [23, 24] .
C. expectation values of the d-boson number operator
An appropriate quantal order parameter is:
In order to obtain n d , we act s 0 m on the eigenstate, |k; ν s νn ∆ LM n d for C < 0.45, is a obvious indication that U (5) dynamical symmetry preserves in this region to a high degree and also the n d values change rapidly with C over the range 0.65 ≤ C ≤ 1. It can be seen from Fig.6 that in due to the presence of the fermion, the transition is made sharper for states that a j = 1/2 particle coupled to a system of (s, d) bosons undergoing a U (5) − O(6) transition (left panel) while is made smoother for a j = 3/2 particle coupled to a system of (s, d) bosons (right panel).
D. energy differences
Fig.7 displays continues energy differences in terms of control parameter, C, for states that a j = 1/2 and j = 3/2 particle coupled to a system of (s, d) bosons. Fig.7 shows that during transition from one limit to another exist the points that energy is minimum or maximum near the critical point.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE
This section presented the calculated results of low-lying states of the odd -A Ba and Rh isotopes. The results include energy levels and the B( E2)values and two-neutron separation energies.
A. energy spectrum
Nuclei in the mass regions around A ∼ 100 [25, 26] and 130 [27] have transitional characteristics intermediate between spherical and gamma-unstable shapes . The theoretical and experimental studies of energy spectra done in refs. [26, 28, 29] show Rh and Ba isotopes have U (5) ↔ O(6) transitional characteristics. .The possible occurrence of this symmetry in 135 56 Ba has been recently suggested [28] .The negative parity states in the odd -even nuclei Rh are built mainly on the 2p 1 2 shell model orbit [26] . The single -particle orbits 1g establish the positive parity states in odd-mass Ba isotopes [29] . In this study, a simplifying assumption is made that single particle states are built on the j = 1/2 and j = 3/2. We therefore analyze the negative parity states of the odd-proton nuclei,
101−109 45
Rh and positive parity states of the odd-neutron nuclei,
127−137 56
Ba. In order to obtain energy spectrum and realistic calculation for these nuclei, we need to specify Hamiltonian parameters (11), (12) . Eigenvalues of these systems are obtained by solving Bethe-Ansatz equations with least square fitting processes to experimental data to obtain constants of Hamiltonian. The best fits for Hamiltonian's parameters, namely α , β , δ and γ, used in the present work are shown in table 1, 2. Tables 3(a,b. ..e) and 4(a,b...f) are shown calculated energy spectra along with the experimental values . Figure.8 and Figure. 9 are also shown a comparison between the available experimental levels and the predictions of our results for the
101−109 45
Rh and
127−137 56
Ba isotopes in the low-lying region of spectra. An acceptable degree Continues energy differences in terms of control parameter, C, for states that a j = 3/2 (top) and j = 1/2(bottom) particle coupled to a system of (s, d) bosons. of agreement is obvious between them. We have tried to extract the best set of parameters which reproduce these complete spectra with minimum variations. It means that our suggestion to use this transitional Hamiltonian for the description of the Rh and Ba isotopic chain would not have any contradiction with other theoretical studies done with special hypotheses about mixing of intruder and normal configurations. On the other hand, predictions of our model for the control parameter of considered nuclei, C, describe the vibrational, i.e.C = 0, or rotational, namely C = 1, confirm this mixing of both vibrating and rotating structures in these nuclei when C ∼ 0.5 → 0.65. Fig.10 and Fig.11 display a comparison between the calculated continues energy differences and experimental data for Ba and Rh Isotopes, respectively. It can be seen from figs that our results for Ba Isotopes are better than for Rh Isotopes. One of the most basic structural predictions of
The ratio equal to 2.2 − 2.3 indicates the spectrum of transitional nuclei [3, 4, 15, 30] . Thus we calculated this quantity for Rh and Ba Isotopes. Fig.12 shows
) prediction values for Rh and Ba Isotopes. For Rh isotopes this value evolves from 2.1 to 2.8 while Ba isotopes vary of 2.85 to 1.9. Fig.12 displays that 
B. B(E2) transition
The observables such as electric quadrupole transition probabilities, B(E2), as well as quadrupole moment ratios within the low-lying state provide important information about QP T s. In this section we discuss the calculation of E2 transition strengths and compare the results with the available experimental. The electric quadrupole transition operatorT (E2) in odd-A nuclei consists of a bosonic and a fermionic part [8, 25] :
With
Where Q B and Q jj ′ are the boson and fermion quadrupole operator and q B and q f are the effective boson and fermion charges [8, 25] .In the j = 1/2 case, the E2 transitions are completely determined by the bosonic part of the E2 operator . The bosonic part have the specific selection rules, where for former term ∆ν d = ±1, |∆L| ≤ 2 and for latter ∆ν d = 0, ±2, |∆L| ≤ 0, 4. The reduced electric quadrupole transition rate between the J i → J f states is given by [8] The electric quadrupole moment for a state with spin J is given by [8] 
For evaluating B(E2), We consider eigenstates (14) that the normalization factor obtain as: A comparison between the calculated continues energy differences and experimental data for Ba. In the experimental spectra, taken from [21] .
Unfortunately there are very few experimental data available on electromagnetic properties for odd -mass Ba [29] and Rh [25] isotopes. The values of effective charge (q B , q f ) are tabulated in Table. 5. Table.7 show that in general there are a good agreement between the calculated B(E2) values and the quadrupole moments with the experimentally data. The values of the control parameter, C, suggest structural changes in nuclear deformation and shape-phase transitions in Odd-proton Rh isotopes and Odd-neutron Ba isotopes. Because of the effect of single nucleon on the transition and especially critical point, exact selection of the critical point is difficult. With considering this problem, we proposed C ∼ 0.5 − 0.65 as critical point. So, we conclude from the values of control parameter which has been obtained,
) value and energy differences that Ba isotopes are as the best candidates for U BF (5) − O BF (6) transition.
C. two-neutron separation energies
Shape phase transitions in nuclei can be studied experimentally by considering the behavior of the ground state energies of a series of isotopes, or, more conveniently, the behavior of the two-neutron separation energies, S 2n [2] .On the other hand, the ground-state two-neutron separation energies, S 2n , are observables very sensitive to the Nucleus 
FIG. 12. (E(ν
) prediction values for Rh and Ba Isotopes. In the experimental spectra, taken from [21] details of the nuclear structure. The occurrence of continuities in the behavior of two-neutron separation energies describe a second-order shape-phase transition between spherical and γ − unstable rotor limits [2, 32] .In due to, we have investigated the evolution of two-neutron separation energies along the Ba and Rh isotopic chains by both experimental and theoretical values, which have been presented in Fig.13 . The binding energy as a function of proton and neutron number is given by [2] 
Where N π (N ν ) is the number of proton (neutron) bosons in the valence shell, E c the contribution from the core and E D is the contribution to the binding energy due to the deformation. Using Eq. (35), one obtains the following relation for the two-neutron separation energy [2] :
Using the S 2n empirical values for these isotopic chains [21] we have extracted A n + BN π = 15.1857, 20.526 Mev and C n = 1.9784, −1.7992 Mev for Ba and Rh, respectively. Then, we obtained the two-neutron separation energies, which are shown in Fig.13 , together with the experimental values. It can be seen from Fig.13 that exist continuities (linear variation) in the behavior of two-neutron separation energies thus the phase transition for Ba and Rh isotopic chains is of second order .Our result Confirmed the predictions of done in refs. [2, 32] , where they suggest a linear variation of S 2n with respect to the neutron number for the U (5) − SO(6) transitional region. Ba isotopes are as the best candidates for U BF (5)−O BF (6) transition.
